"Penn A-4 enhances the game of golf. It is my personal feeling that Penn A-4 is one of a number of significant contributions to the game of golf by Dr. Joe Duich." “Awesome.”

Cutler Robinson, CGCS, Supt.
Bayville GC, Virginia Beach, VA

"Simply stated, everyone who has played Bayville comments the greens are ‘the best they have ever putted.’ This grass allows our members to experience ‘tour’ quality putting and green speed without jeopardizing fairness and enjoyment. Properly managed, Penn A-4 is, in my opinion, the best grass to date and has set a new standard for excellence.”

Dean Hurst, PGA Professional
Bayville GC, Virginia Beach, VA

"Even though summer temperatures can reach 115-120°, we’ve cut our Penn A-4 at 7/64” for more than a year with no problems.”

Doug Anderson, CGCS, Supt.
The Vintage Club, Palm Desert, CA

"For me, the lower the cutting height, the better the management (Penn G-6).”

Pete Gerdon, Supt.
Grandfather Golf and CC, Linville, NC

"Because of the short season at our 7,500 ft. elevation, we sodded our rebuilt greens with 42” wide rolls of Penn A-4 from West Coast Turf in California. There, we found a source for rootzone sand that closely matched our own, and the long, wide rolls minimized seams. We re-opened 5 weeks after sodding, and dense, fibrous roots reached 10-12” in a matter of months.”

Kevin Ross, CGCS, Supt.
CC of the Rockies, Edwards, CO

“Quality of the Penn A-4 putting surfaces at The Estancia Club is beyond comparison. Ball roll and the pace of the greens are excellent. I would not hesitate using Penn A-4 again.”

Carl Rygg, CGCS, Supt.
The Estancia Club, Scottsdale, AZ

"Penn A-4 greens do not cost more. While they do need more topdressing and aerification, they require significantly less water, fertilizer, and pesticides.”

Ted Hunker, Supt.
Tartan Fields GC, Dublin, OH

"We’ve overseeded Penn G-6 into our Poa/bentgrass greens after aerifying a total of five times. We fill the holes within 1/4 to 1/8” with sand, seed with one lb. per 1,000 sq. ft., then topdress. When the Poa stresses under heat pressure, Penn G-6 will re-populate that area.”

John Lof, Supt.
Michelbook CC, McMinnville, OR

"Penn A-4 greens do not mean more work, more trouble, and do not cost more money to maintain. In fact, just the opposite may be true. We have found that they require fewer cultural practices such as vertical mowing and brushing.

In two years of managing Penn A-4, we have not observed any brown patch or dollar spot, and greens require limited amounts of fertilizer.”

Kurt Thuemmel, CGCS, Supt.
Waldorf CC, Easton, MD

"I Overseeded our 18 old greens with 1/4 lb. per 1,000 sq. ft. of Penn A-4 each time we aerify. Now, with single cut and roll, our green speeds are consistently fast at 12 to 12-1/2”. Where ball marks tend to tear older bents, they just make dents in Penn A-4.”

Pat Franklin, Supt.
Plum Creek CC, Fishers, IN

"We resodded high stress areas in our PennLinks fairways with Seaside II, and are very pleased with its performance. I selected Seaside II with improved dollar spot disease resistance and salt tolerance to address two major turf challenges; the coastal influence and potential sodium buildup from irrigation.

We find Seaside II a strong ally to our PennLinks fairways, and in the future, will slit seed with Seaside II where needed to enhance turf quality.”

David Major, CGCS, Supt.
Del Mar CC, Rancho Santa Fe, CA

"We have 36 putting greens and 4 practice greens that have been converted from Toronto C-15 to Penn A-4 Creeping bentgrass.

When the greens were placed in play the spring after conversion, comments from our golfing membership were very positive even though turf maturity had not been reached. Putting trueness and turf appearance were among the positive remarks most often mentioned. Now that the putting surfaces have additional development, comments are the greens are superior to anything they’ve played.”

Bill Byers, CGCS, Supt.
Des Moines G & CC, West Des Moines, IA

"Comments from golfers have been extremely positive (Penn G-2).”

Jeff Hill, CGCS, Supt.
Pinehurst Resort and CC, No. 8, Pinehurst, NC
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Penn A-4 14th hole, The Estancia Club, Scottsdale, AZ
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NEW TERRA • FERTILIZERS WITH GOLDCOTE™

As sure as the sun will rise

Terra®
Predictable, Controlled Release

Predictability – that’s exactly what you want and need from a controlled-release fertilizer. And that’s exactly what Terra’s GoldCote™ polymer technology delivers.

Terra’s GoldCote nutrients are released based on soil temperature. As turf root activity and nutrient requirements increase with soil temperature – the release of nutrients from Terra’s new fertilizers with GoldCote also increases. Your turf has what it needs – when it needs it.

Plus, since temperature is the key, the GoldCote release rate is virtually constant for all levels of soil moisture, soil pH and microbial activity.

Here’s how GoldCote works.
As the soil temperature increases, water vapor from the soil passes through the multiple coatings. The resulting condensation and pressure within the fertilizer granule causes a precise and predictable release of nutrients.

In fact, as this chart shows, nutrient release from Terra fertilizers with GoldCote can be accurately predicted based on temperature. That means you’ll get the performance you expect – when you expect it. You can count on it.

GoldCote Release Rates
% Released/Days/Soil Temperature
Consistent, Superior Nutrition

You know exactly what you want and what your course needs. From urea to monoammonium phosphate (MAP) to potassium nitrate, there's a Terra controlled-release fertilizer with GoldCote that will meet your demands.

And if you demand the best, Terra's potassium nitrate fertilizer with GoldCote is what you want. It provides a balance of potassium and nitrate nitrogen for good blade and root growth. Terra's potassium nitrate fertilizer with GoldCote:

- improves turf quality and color;
- promotes steady, consistent growth;
- eliminates growth spurts and fluctuations;
- minimizes waste and potential pollution caused by leaching and volatilization, and
- reduces the salinity and potential burn common with the use of many fertilizers.

One thing is as certain as you seeing the sun rise each morning – all Terra GoldCote fertilizers have been formulated with the highest quality nutrients and developed to deliver the results you want.

Fewer Applications

You know better than anyone that there's never enough time – or manpower – to do everything that you need to do. Terra GoldCote reduces the amount of application time your people have to spend compared to conventional fertilizers. Plus, consistent nutrition means consistent growth. There are no growth spurts. No fluctuations. And, as a result, no extra mowings. You can use your people where you really need them.
There's a Terra fertilizer that's right for your course.

There's a Terra fertilizer that can help you grow healthy, green turf with a strong root system. Turf that's healthy and better able to fight disease, pests and everyday wear and tear.

At Terra you'll find a complete line of professional fertilizers with virtually everything that you need – including primary, secondary, micronutrient and pesticide packages. Plus, Terra's GoldCote technology now delivers consistent, high-quality nutrition with a predictable, controlled-release rate. Your turf gets the nutrients it needs ... when it needs them.

Plus, you can count on Terra for the support, service, assistance and expertise it takes to select and use the fertilizer that's right for your needs ... right for your course.

Terra Industries Inc.
P.O. Box 6000
Sioux City, Iowa 51102-6000
1-800-288-7353
www.terraindustries.com

Working with you.
Pursell’s PolyGraph™ computer program can predict your turf’s response.

As sure as the seasons change, you can count on Pursell’s POLYON® fertilizers. They are the most reliable controlled release fertilizers you can buy, because temperature is the only factor that affects their release of nutrients.

Our patented POLYON coating is extremely durable and very safe. It ensures against early release which can cause excessive clippings or even injury to your turf. POLYON fertilizers gradually meter out nutrients, feeding...
your turf each day as needed. In fact, Pursell's POLYON technology is so dependable, we can use our exclusive PolyGraph™ computer program to predict how your turf will respond months after application. You can count on POLYON fertilizers year in and year out to give you greener turf for a longer period of time. Call (800) 334-8583 for the formulator or distributor nearest you.

POLYON® is a registered trademark of RLC Technologies. The POLYON design and the GREEN color are trademarks of RLC Technologies.
Yes, it CAN be done!

As the public-access golf market continues to grow, so does the competition. In today's crowded marketplace, building a better business is more than a good idea. It's an absolute necessity.

Public Golf Forum, sponsored by Golf Course News, is the national conference specifically for owners, managers and superintendents of golf courses who want to improve their bottom line and secure their competitive success.

Presented by high-profile industry professionals, Public Golf Forum gives you practical, cost-cutting business strategies, vital information on industry trends and competition, field-proven marketing ideas to help you increase rounds, the latest on products and services, and more.

Plan now to join other golf industry professionals from around the country if you want to:
- Add value and prestige to your course without adding to your budget.
- Increase your green fees, increase your rounds, find new profit centers.
- Learn marketing strategies that will help you position your course against competition.
- Cultivate a loyal clientele with improved customer service.
- Run a tighter ship—make better business decisions, motivate your employees, strategize for measurable results.
- Find products, equipment and technology that will help you maximize efficiency.
- Exchange ideas with your peers from across the country.

SAVE TWO WAYS:

Register by Sept. 23 and save $100.

First registration from your company only $495 (after Sept. 23, $595).

Team Discount—save 20% more!

Each additional registrant from your company only $395 (after Sept. 23, $495).

Includes lunches, continental breakfasts, entrance to Vendor Exhibits, Monday Industry Networking Reception and all Conference materials.

To register call (800) 272-1812
Fax: (207) 846-0657 or
register online: www.upexpo.com
Apply Barricade® this Fall for the only Crabgrass control that lasts through next season. Guaranteed.

Only Barricade offers you Crabgrass control like this. Apply once this fall, when things are slower, and that's all you have to do to stop Crabgrass next season. That's because only Barricade offers you both the long residual and the performance that can last through the winter and deliver in the spring. Its low solubility and volatility means it stays put in the weed germination zone and won't break down over the winter months. And it is the only one guaranteed to last through the next season. There's nothing else that offers you this – nothing else can.

So take care of one of spring's more frustrating chores this fall, and you'll have what everyone on the course wants: guaranteed success.

To find out about the Barricade guarantee, call 1-800-395-TURF for the name of your Novartis Sales Representative. Or you can visit our website at www.cp.us.novartis.com

Barricade is an important part of the Novartis Total Turf Program, the system of leading-edge products to help you protect and maintain your entire course throughout the year.
Think Of It As
The Swiss Army Knife
Of Utility Vehicles.

The new E.Z.GO Workhorse™ does it all:
Hauls plants and fertilizer. Carries sand, gravel, bales of straw,
building materials. And all your tools from shovels and hoes
to mowers and blowers. It comes with lots of standard features like
an 11h.p. 350cc engine, a 1200lb. payload capacity and an
exclusive heavy duty bed liner. With options like a larger cargo
bed and power dump, you can get an E.Z.GO utility vehicle
that comes with just about anything —
except a corkscrew. Looks sharp, too.

THE FINEST UTILITY VEHICLES IN THE WORLD.™
What other mowers dream of becoming.

Nestled in their sheds at night, ordinary mowers dream of only one thing: growing up to be a Kubota F-60 Series. And it's easy to see why.

The Kubota F-60 Series features our exclusive Auto Assist 4WD with Dual-Acting Overrunning clutch. It automatically transfers power to the rear wheels when the going gets tough. Or, you can manually engage 4WD on the go. Either way, it gives you unequalled traction and maneuverability while reducing the damage to your valuable turf.

The durable, independent hydraulic PTO clutch lets you engage and disengage PTO driven implements on the move. A real time-saver in tight situations.

Kubota's advanced E-TVCS diesel engines are designed to deliver maximum power with minimum vibration and noise. Plus, these super-efficient powerplants go a long way in cutting fuel costs and emissions.

Available in 22, 25 and 30 horsepower 4WD models, the Kubota F-60 Series also comes in a 25 horsepower 2WD model.

So if you're looking for a front-end mower that handles like a dream, see your authorized Kubota dealer today.

For more information please write to:

KUBOTA TRACTOR CORPORATION
P.O. Box 2992-GCN
Torrance, CA 90509-2992
1-888-4KUBOTA ext. 407

Financing available through Kubota Credit Corporation
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Ever notice how more fans always follow one foursome?

Some pairings just naturally draw more attention than others. Maybe that’s why the buzz around the world is about the new Textron Turf Care And Specialty Products team. Cushman, Jacobsen, Ransomes and Ryan—four great names, each built upon legendary performance, together as one foursome. The unbeatable team.

Easy to do business with. First in innovation. Dependable quality. And, the experience and know-how to get the job done. It’s good for the industry. It’s good for the game. It’s even better for you.

To make the most of your turf maintenance investment, follow the leader. Call 1-888-922-TURF. It’s where the action is.